
Wei Meng  Industrial Co., Ltd.

Raschel knitting machines, shading net making machines, 

and whole-plant equipment for bag and net production

Wei Meng Industrial Co., Ltd. is an experienced supplier that has been dedicated to developing and 

manufacturing Raschel knitting machines and whole-plant equipment for making bags and nets 

ever since its establishment in 1978.

Backed by a team of skilled R&D engineers, this company supplies a variety of knitting machines and 

related equipment such as shading net machines, film slitting extension machines, Raschel knitting 

machines, onion bag machines, fishing net machines, packing bag machines, monofilament machines, 

flat yarn machines, safety net machines, wrapping machines, film blowing machines, knotless fishing net 

machines, double needle bar Raschel machines, and high-speed Raschel knitting machines.

Wei Meng’s machines are all manufactured under stringent quality control measures in its modern, ISO-

certified factory; they carry the CE mark, and are conscientiously checked and tweaked before delivery so 

that they fully satisfy their buyers. Over 80% of the products are exported and are much sought-after by 

professional end-users worldwide because of their undoubted quality, innovative functions, and excellent 

performance.

Wide-ranging application is one of the big attractions of Wei Meng’s knitting machines. Its Raschel series 

knitting machine, for instance, can be used to produce net bags and shade nets of PE flat yarn; nylon net 

fabric curtains, garment, shoes, and hats for textile and industrial use; and mosquito nets, safety nets, bird 

nets, and protection nets made of of PE round yarn, 

in different sizes and shapes for construction and 

agricultural purposes.

In addition to consummate manufacturing 

capability and know-how, Wei Meng is also 

noted for offering timely after-sale services and 

responding to customers’ enquiries and production 

questions within the shortest possible time.
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